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Summary: This weekend we learned about why community is so critical
and who the source of community is. We intuitively know that
authentic relationships are important and we even desire them, but
knowing why we long for community gives meaning to what we are
pursuing.
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Read: Ephesians 4:1-6
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Pause: Take time to consider what has been read.
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Discussion:
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Discussion:

o

How would you define “oneness?” Discuss what it is and it is not.
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o

Why is the doctrine of the Trinity critical to our understanding of
God? What are some of the characteristics of the relationship
between Father, Son and Holy Spirit?
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o

As people created in the image of our Triune God, why then is
loneliness so painful?
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o

Reflect on the prayer of Jesus found in John 17:20-21. What did it
take for Jesus’ prayer to become a reality? What did it cost the
Father, Son and Holy Spirit?
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o

Ephesians 4:3 says that we are to “make every effort to keep the
unity of the Spirit.” We looked at three things from the text that
we are to be in order to maintain unity. We are to be humble,
gentle and patient while bearing with one another in love. How do
you sense the Holy Spirit asking you to respond to this command?
Is there a growing edge in your life that Jesus is calling you to pay
particular attention to? Take time to share your thoughts or
convictions and pray for one another.
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o

Take time to pray for the unity of the Spirit at Rexdale Alliance.
What prayers are on your heart for the church?
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